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NOTES, REFLECTIONS & OPPORTUNITIES



INTRODUCTION

KNOWLEDGE SHARE

The goal of the Plank Center Educators Fellowship is to create a forum for mutual 
exchange; to bridge the gap between classroom teaching and real-world 
application. I was partnered with Harley-Davidson to listen and learn, to give and 
receive and to take all that is learned back to the classroom.

“The Plank Center Educator 
Fellowship with Harley-Davidson 
Motor Co. provided me with an 
invaluable experience working with the 
inner-workings of a progressive 
integrated internal communications 
team. I benefit from these lessons 
professionally, but more importantly, 
this knowledge contributes directly to 
my curriculum evolution and 
expansion.”



THE EXPERIENCE
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EDUCATOR’S STORY

“ I believe in lifelong 
learning.  I am 
passionate about doing 
everything I can to stay 
current, progressive 
and innovative. I hold 
this belief in both 
personal and  
professional contexts –
embracing each new 
experience as 
something unique and 
worth nurturing. 

Rebecca L. Cooney, MSC
Plank Center Educator Fellow
2014 | Harley-Davidson Motor Co.



EDUCATOR’S STORY

“ The Plank Center for 
Leadership in Public 
Relations Educators 
Fellowship gave me 
the opportunity to not 
only engage and learn 
from internal 
communication 
specialists, but also 
provided me with 
invaluable 
experiences I will 
directly apply to 
curriculum.

Rebecca L. Cooney, MSC
Plank Center Educator Fellow
2014 | Harley-Davidson Motor Co.



WHAT I HOPED TO ACHIEVE & RECEIVE

AREAS OF SPECIAL INTEREST

Through the Fellowship venture, I hoped to benefit most from experiences 
in media relations, one-voice systems in organizations, internal 
communications and integrated campaigns.

Topic areas covered at Harley-
Davidson:

 integrated communication 
systems

 reputation management
 organizational leadership 

communications
 earnings process
 conducting town hall 

meetings, huddles and 
rundowns

 dealer/retail integration
 continuous improvement 

initiatives
 train the trainer
 application of the Arthur Page 

Advocacy Model.



WHAT I HOPED TO ACHIEVE & RECEIVE…

EXPECTATIONS:
My primary goal with the Fellowship was to listen 
first, ask questions next, then brainstorm how 
those teachings can be transferred back to 
curriculum. I am grateful for Harley-Davidson’s 
willingness to invite me to the table, allow me 
access in select areas and encourage me to 
engage, contribute and advise. 

AREAS OF EXPERTISE:
The areas I believe I provided the most input 
and impact include Web management, 
integrated system efficiencies, dashboards and 
executive summaries and metrics.



WHAT I EXPERIENCED

OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS

Projects in media monitoring, content 
editing, analytics and metrics strategy 
and survey assessment.

 Metrics knowledge + review, assessment 
and counseling with regard to establishing 
measured goals, monitoring progress, 
reporting results and adjusting based on 
findings

 Critical look at areas where H-D can 
maximize efficiencies in areas such as 
earnings, employee public speaking and 
team communications

 Expertise in what is possible with custom 
dashboards for leadership

 Creation and use of templates in 
reporting on survey findings

WORK PRODUCT



WHAT I LEARNED MOST
 Earnings process

 Integrated systems for internal 
communication

 Cross-cultural communication

 Communication to employees in 
manufacturing

 Continuous improvement as it relates to 
internal communication

 Huddles, Town Hall meetings and 
Rundowns

 Building internal communication team

 New roles and rules in reputation 
management

 Use of surveys internally

ONE COMPANY. ONE TEAM. ONE DIRECTION.



WHAT I LEARNED MOST…
2015 FOCUS AREAS IN COMMUNICATION

ONE COMPANY. ONE TEAM. ONE DIRECTION.

Advocacy & 
Reputation

World Class 
Communication

Leadership 
Capabilities People

Company story

Provide tools, training, 
coaching, process and 

follow-up

Integrated communication 
resources, processes, tools, 
technology and strategy

Sustainable communication 
function across all 
employee types



WHAT I DO WITH IT ALL

 Evangelizing vs. Advocacy and the Arthur Page 
Model

 Investor relations and earnings process
 Integrated structures
 Technology in integrated systems
 Story mapping and narrative structure
 Earnings process and media monitoring
 Integrated strategic communications planning
 Cross-cultural communication (internal and external)
 Employee communications in manufacturing
 New models in crisis communications

APPLICATION

CURRICULUM INTEGRATION OVERVIEW
Experiences outside the classroom are integral in developing and delivering the 
strongest and most useful course content. Taking what was learned as part of 
the Fellowship, my curriculum will be enhanced with the following focus areas:



CURRICULUM INTEGRATION…
ARTHUR PAGE ADVOCACY MODEL

NEW MODEL FOR CORPORATE 
COMMUNICATIONS
Model is based on four stages of 
engagement, as identified by modern 
behavioral science:

 Belief: Moving beyond “awareness” to 
forge shared belief with decision-
makers.

 Action: Translating belief into action –
for example, to buy a product, invest in 
a company or accept a job offer.

 Confidence: Translating success from 
one’s actions into ongoing behavior.

 Advocacy at Scale: Turning changed 
behavior into active advocacy on behalf 
of the now-shared agenda.

The report describes a new 
framework for how chief 
communications officers (CCOs) 
can define and activate their 
companies’ unique corporate 
character and build “advocacy at 
scale.” It also proposes methods 
for engaging individuals –
whether customers, investors, 
employees or community 
members – as advocates for a 
set of shared beliefs and actions.

“

Resource: Arthur Page Society

http://www.awpagesociety.com/news/arthur-w-page-society-unveils-new-model-for-corporate-communications/


CURRICULUM INTEGRATION…
INTEGRATED STRUCTURES

Process for creating a communication system for individual groups

Understanding/
Historical Audit

Story/Drivers

Communication 
Planning/Tactics

Continuous 
Improvement

Focus areas:
• Leadership alignment

• Employee engagement and 
measurement

• Continuous improvement

• Increasing productivity, quality 
and safety

• Training programs



CURRICULUM INTEGRATION…
TECHNOLOGY IN INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
Goal: Teaching students the value and available tools in 
creating a single platform in order to combat the fragmented 
employee experience – creating an intuitive, collaborative and 
enterprise-wide integrated system.

METRICS
 User path analysis

 Conversion goals

 Responsive design

 Key Performance 
Indicators

 Custom 
dashboards

VIEW | Virtual Integrated 
Employee Workspace

EMPHASIS: 
Employee communications

OFFICE 365
Yammer 
Outlook 

Office Suite 
Lync

Sharepoint

Email, calendar, Office 
Suite, business apps

Google search

Voicemail, online meetings, 
instant message, phone

Documents, social collaboration, 
news and reference

Missing  tools:  html creation, monitoring and metrics 
customer relations management (CRM)  |  surveys/polls



CURRICULUM INTEGRATION
POWER OF STORY

One of the greatest values of my Fellowship experience was my physical presence 
in the daily working environment – not just in meetings, but in the casual chatter, 
one on one engagements and group presentations.

A running theme throughout all of these encounters was STORY and how powerful 
the Harley-Davidson brand story truly is. As a compilation to what was observed 
and learned, I created a narrative flow chart I want to incorporate into curriculum. 



CURRICULUM INTEGRATION…
EARNINGS PROCESS & MEDIA MONITORING
Various members of the team walked 
me through different aspects of the 
earnings review and reporting 
process.
I was given a strong overview of process 
in the areas of:

 Communication strategy and roles

 Swim line and project management 
to generate content for all 
communication

 Media relations (how owned 
relationships work, media call, 
requests for interviews)

 Town halls and huddles

 Employee communication and 
surveying for continuous 
improvement.

Worked with small team on 
comparative analysis of media 
monitoring tools

Sources to Monitor:
o Newswire and syndicated 

services
o Internet forums, message 

boards
o Blogs – citizen and expert
o Social networks
o Video sharing
o Broadcast
o Daily and weekly 

newspapers
o Regional publications
o Consumer magazines
o Trade journals

Google

Cision

Vocus

BurrellesLuce 
iMonitor

Waggener 
Edstrom 

Narrative Network

Weber 
Shandwick 
Mediaco



CURRICULUM INTEGRATION…
EARNINGS REPORT NARRATIVE MAP

EARNINGS 
REPORT

1) Investor Call 2) Media Call with 
top execs 3) Leader Webinar

4) Employee Email 
with earnings press 

release

5) Open Town Hall 
meeting

6) Employee survey

7) Division Town Hall 
Meetings

Narrative Pulse on Earnings Coverage

“Get media to cover you –
not characterize you.”

- Gary Grates, W20

EVANGELIZE v. ADVOCACY 
[external] [internal]



Communications Plan Outline (Strategy)
 Business objectives
 Communication objectives
 Audience and level of communication
 Communication approach and tactics
 Key messages
 Measures of communication success

Communications Plan Outline (Tactical)
 Timing/Date
 Channel
 Audience & stakeholders
 Message goals & deliverables
 Contacts
 Status

Work Unit Plans
 Project title
 Envision state
 Current state
 Action plans

Continuous Improvement
 Benchmarking
 Annual meetings
 Self and peer assessments
 Surveys
 Polling
 Train the trainer sessions

CURRICULUM INTEGRATION…
INTEGRATED STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS PLANNING
As I consider integrated communication strategy to be one of my areas of strength, I was especially 
excited to learn more about integrated systems in corporate communications, as well as new standards 
for divisional planning and continuous improvement. Models I will integrate into curriculum include:

Big picture 
planning

Tactical 
implementation

Divisional 
application

Evaluate, 
assess, adjust



CURRICULUM INTEGRATION…
GLOBAL OUTREACH & CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS

As part of the dealer 
communication 
overview was able to 
spend time with the 
communication lead 
for N. America and 
Latin America –
gaining new 
perspectives in 
external and internal 
relations, as well as 
cross-cultural 
communications. I 
plan to provide this 
insight to my students 
– introducing them to 
how integrated 
communication 
structures can include 
those outside the 
bricks and mortar.

Regional VP

Country directors

Managing directors 
within markets

District 
management 

by zones

Dealers 

Regional Director of 
Communications

SAMPLE 
communications funnel

Messaging, quality 
assurance, framing, surveys

Company leadershipPolicies, mandates, 
disclosures, announcements

Email, Intranet (where networked), 
conferencing + use of translation 

services where possible



CURRICULUM INTEGRATION…
EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATIONS IN MANUFACTURING

PLANT GENERAL 
MANAGER

Communication 
Liaison Lead

Team Leader

Hourly, Salary, 
Temp

Team Leader 2

Hourly, Salary, 
Temp

Team Leader 3

Hourly, Salary, 
Temp

Etc.
Huddles (daily)

Huddles (daily)

Rundowns 
(Thursdays)

Town Halls
(quarterly)

Tools:
Metrics Board 

(updated daily)
Line of site, 6 pts 

of metrics

I was fascinated by the strategies and tactics the manufacturing 
side of H-D uses to communicate with their workforce –
especially in light of the varied levels of technology access. As 
part of instruction, I want to reveal this engagement challenge 
and introduce students to ways of managing it.

Email and Intranet access 
limited to leadership and 

management



CURRICULUM INTEGRATION…
CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS & REPUTATION MANAGEMENT

Communication strategy in times of crisis has dramatically evolved since my early 
days serving on first responder teams. My experience at H-D showed me how the 
emerging model is playing out in organizations.

Crisis 
Communications

• Facilities and safety

• Weather emergency

• Imminent threat to 
personal safety

Incident 
Response

• 4-quadrant matrix 
for risk 
management

• Hazard

• Operational

• Financial

• Strategic 

Reputation 
Management

• Social media 
monitoring

• Employee morale

• Social media chatter

• Bad press

• Damage to brand

• Customer reviews

• Blogger chatter 



WHAT I DO WITH IT ALL
APPLICATION

WORK & LIFE INTEGRATION
In addition to adding value to course content, the Fellowship experience provided me with personal 
growth, professional connections and new perspectives about areas I want to further my own 
education and credential. It confirmed my goal of pursuing additional certifications in the areas of 
public relations, reputation management and project management. I also hope we can arrange to 
host members of the communication team at the WSU campus in Pullman as a way to further share 
knowledge and provide positive exposure for the Harley-Davidson Motor Co. brand. 



AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY

BRIEFING BOOK
Create integrated process to 
empower and hold-accountable 
content owners. Content is 
uploaded into VIEW infrastructure. 
Amy G. as project manager.

MEDIA MONITORING
Use Vocus for 3-mo period to 
establish baseline and create 
value analysis. Are you 
getting what you need? Is the 
information valuable? 

ENN AT PLANTS
Upload speech content to 
microsite within VIEW for 
ease in access and 
updating + archiving.

METRICS CERTIFICATION
Suggestion to have Lori and Wende pursue 
certification in Google Analytics and Search Engine 
Optimization. Online training available, as well as on-
site workshops by 3rd party vendors.

PLANT LEADER TECH
Recommend feasibility assessment of 
equipping all team leaders within plants 
with tablets in order to streamline 
communication from plant managers 
and org/leadership communication.

STUMP SPEECH
Recommend implementing Eagle 
News Network at plants at line of site 
in replacement of Metrics Boards to 
streamline communication and 
improve efficiencies.

COMM PLANS
Work with Sapient to create 
interface in VIEW for content 
input and updates of all 
strategic communication 
plans. Move away from 
Excel.

ANALYTICS & 
DASHBOARDS

Work with Sapient to build in Google 
Analytics framework into VIEW to 
monitor metrics and create custom 
dashboards for leadership.

Work with Sapient to 
stay current with 
developments in 365 
CRM, html email, email 
metrics and  survey 
tools.

NEW TOOLS

The business communications division at H-D is impressive. Their recent restructuring efforts are 
clearly paying off and the benefits show in all they do. With my outside perspective I was able to 
identify a few areas of opportunity that are outlined below. These are stand-alone suggestions in 
support of improving efficiencies, streamlining processes and maximizing use of available technology.





FINAL THOUGHTS
THANK YOU

In early 2014 I received the call 
for submissions to The Plank 
Center Educators Fellowship 
program. I was immediately 
drawn in by the idea of exchange; 
the opportunity to be partnered 
with an organization 
communication division and 
learn first-hand about their 
culture, operation and processes. 

This experience not only met 
expectations – it exceeded all I 
thought was possible. To be 
partnered with Harley-Davidson 
was exciting in itself. To 
ultimately meet the amazing 
people, catch the fever of their 
111-year brand and walk through 
the halls of the original 
manufacturing plant only added 
to the terrific impact of the 
fellowship.

Thank you Joanne, Pat, Sean, Bob, Erin and Jenn + Laureen, 
Lori, Amy, Wende, John, Lisa, Kris, Julie, Patti and Laura. I 
am forever grateful for your kindness, generosity and 
openness to teach and listen.

Thank you Plank Center leaders and advocates for creating 
this fellowship and your tireless support throughout the 
experience.I’m all in.



2014 PLANK CENTER EDUCATOR FELLOWSHIP
“THE RIDE”… REBECCA L. COONEY
SUMMER 2014  |  HARLEY DAVIDSON MOTOR CO.  |  MILWAUKEE, WI

Slideshow & Video of the Fellowship Experience

http://youtu.be/FDwuUJnaemY
http://youtu.be/FDwuUJnaemY
http://youtu.be/FDwuUJnaemY
http://youtu.be/FDwuUJnaemY
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